Susceptibility testing for bovine respiratory and enteric disease.
The interpretation of susceptibility results for antimicrobials with NCCLS-approved veterinary-specific breakpoints and where the methods also were NCCLS-approved are well established. When these same breakpoints are applied to other applications, however, the interpretation is not so clear. In these cases, a finding of S based on serial-dilution breakpoints puts the isolate in a defined population of bacteria with an MIC equal to or below the S breakpoint. An R result, in these cases, indicates that the organism may have an MIC equal to or greater (with no limits) than the R breakpoint. Extended-dilution testing yields more specific information about the isolate MIC. The relationship of disk-diffusion zone diameters to serial-dilution MICs is correlated on the basis of specific bacterial populations. When disk-diffusion results are interpreted for isolates other than those used for interpretive criteria development, the clinician is left wondering if the zone-diameter results now have a different relationship to serial-dilution results. Furthermore, the question of predictive value of the serial-dilution break-points still remains. The veterinary clinician should be aware of the differences in susceptibility testing predictive value for different applications. When approved veterinary-specific interpretive criteria are not available, then it is appropriate to keep records of clinical response related to susceptibility testing results for common therapies. Advice should be sought on the relationship of pathogen MICs to pharmacokinetic-pharmacodynamic parameters in these situations.